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The adoption of the Paris Agreement in late 2015 marked a historic breakthrough in legal efforts to stave off the ravages of the planet’s changing climate. Nations had struggled for more than two decades to forge a strong global agreement on reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. With the Paris Agreement, the nations of the world finally pledged together to reduce emissions in an effort to limit the increase in global mean temperature to below two degrees Celsius over pre-industrial levels—and, even more ambitiously, to try to aim...
to keep any increase to below 1.5 degrees Celsius. With support from leaders from the world’s major economies, every nation in the world has now signed onto an agreement that not only acknowledges the “urgent threat” created by greenhouse gas emissions, but also puts in place a structure for nations to move forward to respond to that threat.

Despite the significant breakthrough that the Paris Agreement represented, the forging of this accord could very well prove to be the highwater mark in global cooperation over climate change for some time to come. Indeed, it took little time before the Agreement’s effectiveness would be cast into considerable doubt. In June 2017, President Donald J. Trump announced his intention to withdraw the United States from the Agreement, and his administration is taking steps to roll back domestic regulations aimed at achieving U.S. commitments made under the accord. Without the continued leadership of the United States, and with the rise of various populist movements around the world, other countries’ commitment to the goals of the global Agreement appears at risk of wavering as well.


6. See, e.g., David A. Graham, Can Anyone Fill the U.S. Leadership Vacuum on Climate Change?, THE ATLANTIC (June 25, 2018), https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2018/06/can-anyone-fill-the-us-leadership-vacuum-on-climate-change/563594/ (quoting former Obama Administration climate negotiator Todd Stern as saying that “[i]f the U.S. is not in there, the likelihood that you’re going to get other countries doing their best is just reduced”); Brady Dennis et al., ‘1,000 Little Steps’: Global Climate Talks End in Progress but Fail to Address the Galloping Pace of Climate Change, WASH. POST (Dec. 15, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/energy-environment/2018/12/15/negotiators-strike-deal-glo global-climate-talks-questions-linger-over-whether-it-measures-up/?utm_term=.76a874073e42 (discussing the implications of wavering commitments for the climate talks held in Poland in late
The complications that have confronted the early implementation of the Paris Agreement reveal more than just the persistent challenges associated with international cooperation. They also reflect structural limitations inherent in the Agreement’s approach to climate governance. Its basic scheme—sometimes described by analysts as “pledge and review”\(^7\)—depends on each nation declaring its own climate mitigation goals and developing plans to achieve those goals through domestic policy interventions.\(^8\) The Agreement itself does not impose any substantive requirement that countries reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. Instead, it imposes an obligation that countries announce their own “nationally determined contributions” to the global effort to reduce emissions.\(^9\) It does not make nations’ self-determined emission-reduction goals legally binding. Instead, it relies on a hope that, with transparent reporting of each country’s goals and its progress toward meeting them, countries will be confronted with political and diplomatic pressure to reduce emissions.\(^10\)

Although the Paris Agreement was historic in its formation, it was far from novel in its structure. Its reliance on self-determined goals and plans, without any binding legal obligation to meet those goals and plans, has a direct parallel in domestic law to the regulatory strategy known as “management-based regulation.”\(^11\) Management-based reg-

---

7. See, e.g., Gabriel Weil, Incentive Compatible Climate Change Mitigation: Moving Beyond the Pledge and Review Model, 42 WM. & MARY ENVTL. L. & POL. REV. 923 (2018); William A. Pizer, Practical Global Climate Policy, in ARCHITECTURES FOR AGREEMENT: ADDRESSING GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE POST-KYOTO WORLD 280 (Joseph E. Aldy & Robert N. Stavins eds., 2007). The idea of a bottom-up, pledge-and-review approach to international climate cooperation dates back at least to the 1990s. See Katarina Buhr et al., Climate Change Politics Through a Global Pledge-and-Review Regime: Positions Among Negotiators and Stakeholders, 6 SUSTAINABILITY 794, 795 (2014) (noting that this approach “was discussed already in the 1990s . . . in drafting the UNFCCC, and seriously revitalized with the 2009 Copenhagen Accord”).

8. Paris Agreement, supra note 1, art. 4.2.

9. Id.

10. Fatima Maria Ahmad et al., The Paris Agreement Presents a Flexible Approach for US Climate Policy, 11 CARBON & CLIMATE L. REV. 283, 284 (2017) (noting that a nationally determined contribution “is not a legally binding obligation, nor is a country bound to particular policies by which to achieve its target” and that, “[r]ather than rely on punitive legal enforcement measures, the Paris Agreement provides a framework that creates a continuous cycle to take advantage of peer and public pressure to motivate countries. . .”).

11. See generally Cary Coglianese & David Lazer, Management-Based Regulation: Prescribing Private Management to Achieve Public Goals, 37 L. & SOC’Y REV. 691 (2003). The Paris Agreement’s approach is also generally consistent with what Abram Chayes and Antonia
ulation is characterized by its requirement that regulated entities develop their own objectives for achieving regulatory goals and create their own plans for achieving those objectives. Its approach to regulation has been used by governments around the world to address a wide variety of domestic policy concerns, such as food safety, occupational health and safety, environmental protection, domestic security, and the reduction of catastrophic industrial risk. As a result, the findings from research on these and other uses of regulation at the domestic level provide a window into what can realistically be expected from the Paris Agreement.

The main conclusion to draw from domestic regulation is that a management-based approach to governance presents a paradox. Under many circumstances, management-based regulation will prove to be the best strategy available—perhaps even the only realistic strategy

Handler Chayes have called a “managerial model” of international treaty design. Abram Chayes & Antonia Handler Chayes, The New Sovereignty: Compliance with International Regulatory Agreements 3 (1995) (discussing management-oriented features of transnational regimes, such as transparency, monitoring, and assessment, which can promote compliance with international legal obligations). Of course, Chayes and Chayes focus on the use of management tools as strategies for promoting compliance with international norms, whereas the Paris Agreement in an important sense goes a step further by making management the international norm itself (not just a means for promoting compliance with other norms) and by leaving the creation of substantive norms to each country and its policy management process.


Most of the literature on regulation assumes that both government regulators and regulated entities behave rationally, responding to the incentives and disincentives in their environment. States are also often assumed to act rationally on the international stage, meaning that they too respond to incentives and disincentives. Recognizing that the political leaders who operate states confront different incentives and a different decision-making environment than do the managers who run businesses, it nevertheless holds that what researchers have learned about behavior at the level of the firm can provide some insights about behavior at the level of the state. At the end of the day, just as businesses are run by people, so are governments. Cf. Jean Galbraith, Treaty Options: Towards a Behavioral Understanding of Treaty Design, 53 Virg. J. Int’l L. 309 (2013) (“[S]tate ratification decisions are made by people, and ... these people are in turn usually answerable to other people” which means that “there are multiple plausible pathways by which state decisionmaking could reflect” individual decision-making.).

I am not the only one to highlight paradoxical aspects of the Paris Agreement. In the lead-up to the final negotiations in Paris, for example, Stéphane Dion and Eloi Laurent describe a different “Paris Paradox,” one that involves “an unprecedented universal climate agreement that will not solve our climate crisis.” Stéphane Dion & Eloi Laurent, Climate Action Beyond the Paris Accord 2 (OFCE, Working Paper No. 2015-22, 2015), https://www.ofce.sciences-po.fr/pdf/dtravail/WP2015-22.pdf.
available—and yet, due to its inherent structural limitations, a management-based strategy will also often only provide weak assurances of forward momentum. Such appears to be the case with the Paris Agreement. A strategy that allows each country to develop its own goals almost certainly reflects the best that could be achieved to secure a global agreement of any kind on climate change. In that limited sense, the Paris Agreement can clearly be said to be better than doing nothing—and, thus, its importance should not be dismissed—but the Agreement still leaves most of the impetus for climate progress in the hands of national leaders. Even before President Trump’s announcement of a U.S. retreat from the international accord, little reason existed to expect the Paris Agreement to deliver major behavioral change over the long term. Not only does the Agreement leave it to each member state itself to select its own climate goals, but the Agreement also relies largely on shaming on the international stage as its main incentive for compliance, a weak mechanism that will matter little to leaders facing provincial populism at home.

In Part I of this Article, I explain what management-based regulation entails and show in greater detail how the Paris Agreement adopted a management-based governance strategy. In Part II, I draw on social science research on domestic applications of management-based regulation to show both the appropriate role for and the key limitations of a management-based governance strategy—and I explain what these research findings indicate for the Paris Agreement. In Part III, I suggest that the Paris Agreement’s reliance on a management-based governance strategy seriously limits its prospects for reducing greenhouse gas emissions over the long term.

16. Susan Biniaz, former Deputy Legal Advisor at the U.S. State Department and an instrumental participant in the negotiations that led to the Paris Agreement, has described the Agreement’s “nationally determined” approach as being much like Winston Churchill’s assessment of democracy: “the worst form of Government except for all those other forms that have been tried from time to time.” Susan Biniaz, Remarks at the Yale Environmental Dialogue (Feb 8, 2019) (quoting Winston Churchill, Speech before the House of Commons, 444 Parl. Deb., H.C. (5th ser.) (1947) 207 (U.K.)).

17. See Cary Coglianese, The Managerial Turn in Environmental Policy, 17 N.Y.U. ENVTL. L. J. 54, 70 (2008) (noting that “the very challenges that make management-based strategies attractive . . . also present challenges in overseeing the management government encourages or requires”).

18. See Jean Galbraith, The Legal Structure of the Paris Agreement, REG. REV. (Dec. 21, 2015), https://www.theregreview.org/2015/12/21/galbraith-legal-structure-paris-agreement/ (explaining that “the international legal obligations imposed by the Paris Agreement [needed to] be ones that, in the view of U.S. executive branch lawyers, the United States [could] join through sole Presidential action without needing the approval of the Senate or Congress” and that “[p]rocess-based commitments are more likely to meet this standard than are substance-based commitments”).

based strategy will likely prove to be even less effectual than domestic application of management-based regulation because compliance with the Paris Agreement depends on weak reputational incentives. Although the Paris Agreement attempts to bring international pressure to bear on national leaders, its success depends ultimately, even if paradoxically, on domestic politics. The rising tide of populism that has characterized domestic politics in major countries around the world in recent years appears likely, unless turned back, to undermine severely the implementation of the Paris Agreement.

I. THE PARIS AGREEMENT’S MANAGEMENT-BASED APPROACH

To appreciate the management-based nature of the Paris Agreement and the implications that follow from that nature, it helps to begin by situating management-based regulation within the larger legal toolkit available to policymakers. That toolkit is certainly a vast one, as evidenced by the proliferation of complex, detailed laws governing economic activity today. Yet despite the profusion of laws at both the international and domestic level, any law or regulation can be understood as fitting into one of four main types—only one of which is management-based regulation. It is important to understand all four types to see what makes management-based regulation distinctive and to comprehend its limitations. This Part thus begins by defining management-based regulation by reference to the other tools in the regulatory toolkit; then it uses examples from domestic policy to illustrate what management-based regulation entails; and finally, it explains why the Paris Agreement is a management-based regulation applied at the level of international law.

A. Situating Management-Based Regulation in the Regulatory Toolkit

The classification of legal tools into four main types stems from differences in two key characteristics. The first characteristic lies in the kind of obligation the law imposes: means or ends. Some laws oblige individuals or organizations to engage in (or avoid) particular means or actions—such as installing pollution control equipment—
while other rules oblige their targets to achieve (or avoid) particular ends or end-states—such as ensuring that air pollution emissions do not exceed specified levels. Rules that compel action or the adoption of particular means have been referred to by many names, including prescriptive or command-and-control rules, but it would be more accurate to say simply that they are *means-based.*22 By contrast, regulations that impose an output or outcome obligation can be considered *ends-based,* although they often travel under the banner of other names, such as performance standards or outcome-based regulation.23

The second key characteristic centers on the *connection* between a rule’s obligation and the ultimate problem the policymaker seeks to solve.24 Some rules focus on that ultimate problem—taking what can be considered a macro orientation to the overall objective. Other rules focus on a subsidiary objective or they target a micro step along the causal chain that leads to the ultimate problem or its avoidance. For example, a safety regulator with the ultimate goal of avoiding workplace injuries can impose a *micro* rule that requires the use of protective equipment or a *macro* rule that imposes liability on employers for any workplace injuries that occur.

Taken individually, any legal obligation can be classified into one of four types depending on whether the obligation is defined in terms of *means* or *ends,* as well as whether it is *macro* or *micro* in its orientation to the ultimate problem. Table 1 shows how these four distinct types are organized based on these two characteristics.25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Means</th>
<th>Ends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Micro-Means</td>
<td>Micro-Ends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>(“Technology Standards”)</td>
<td>(“Performance Standards”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro</td>
<td>(“Management-Based Regulation”)</td>
<td>(“Ex post liability”)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

25. It is possible, of course, for a regulator to adopt more than one type of legal obligation or rule at the same time in combination. This bundling is common. See *id.* at 23, 89.
For example, the imposition of liability for harms caused by pollution emissions, as seen in traditional nuisance law, is an example of a *macro-ends regulation* because the focus is placed on the problem—namely, harms created by pollution—and the legal obligation to pay damages is triggered by the occurrence of that problem. By contrast, a specified limit on emissions from a smokestack would be an example of a *micro-ends regulation* because the emissions are not themselves the ultimate problem (especially if no one is around to breathe them), but they are instead a key step on the causal chain toward creating negative health effects or other harms the policymaker seeks to reduce.

A requirement that a factory install pollution control equipment is also micro in its orientation, because the equipment requirement focuses on one step on a causal chain in an industrial process that leads to emissions, which in turn leads to the ultimate health effects or other harms the policymaker seeks to reduce. Such an obligation to install equipment, however, is a type of means-based regulation because it mandates the adoption of a particular type of means. Specifically, it is a *micro-means regulation*.

But a regulation can require specific means while still being macro in its orientation. This is the case with what has come to be known as management-based regulation—a common name for *macro-means regulation*. Under macro-means regulation, the legal obligation focuses on the ultimate problem; it does so by requiring the regulated entity to identify that problem, analyze how the entity’s activity might be contributing to it, and develop objectives and strategies for addressing it. Such policies are generally characterized as “management-based” because the required means are all managerial in orientation, directing firms’ managers to conduct analyses, set goals, create plans, and engage in efforts to implement those strategies, and often also to assess and revise them on a regular basis.

**B. Domestic Applications of Management-Based Regulation**

Two specific applications illustrate the design of management-based regulation. The first example comes from food safety regulation, where regulators around the world have required food processors...
to follow a management model known as HACCP, which stands for “hazard analysis and critical control points.” 28 HACCP adopts a systematic risk management approach to foodborne illnesses caused by contamination of food with microscopic pathogens, a serious problem that afflicts millions of people each year. 29 HACCP regulations mandate management efforts to focus on this problem, requiring food processing facilities and restaurants to identify possible points of contamination and develop internal plans and procedures for preventing such contamination from occurring. 30 Although specific HACCP regulations can vary, in general they require food processors and restaurants to complete seven management actions: (1) conduct a hazards analysis of their facility to identify where contamination can occur; (2) identify critical control points (CCPs) in their food production or preparation processes; (3) set goals or restrictions for each CCP, such as temperatures or sampling limits; (4) monitor each CCP against those stated goals; (5) pursue corrective actions for any CCP that fails to meet stated goals; (6) perform regular reassessment of CCPs and food safety goals, adjusting them as needed to maintain continuous improvement; and (7) maintain records documenting the above actions. 31

A second example of macro-means or management-based regulation comes from environmental law. More than a dozen states have adopted pollution prevention planning laws. 32 These laws treat the excessive use of toxic chemicals in industrial activities as a problem, and they seek to focus industrial facility managers’ attention on reducing that use. Unlike micro-means regulation, these laws do not mandate exactly how facilities should reduce their use of toxics and, in contrast with ends-based regulation, they do not even mandate any reductions

---

31. For discussions of HACCP’s general approach, see Coglianese & Lazer, supra note 11, at 697–98; Caroline Smith DeWaal, Delivering on HACCP’s Promise to Improve Food Safety: A Comparison of Three HACCP Regulations, 52 Food Drug L.J. 331 (1997); Peter J. May, Regulatory Regimes and Accountability, 1 Reg. & Governance 8, 14–17 (2007).
32. See Lori S. Bennear, Evaluating Management-Based Regulation: A Valuable Tool in the Regulatory Tool Box?, in Leveraging the Private Sector: Management-Based Strategies for Improving Environmental Performance 51, 52 (Cary Coglianese & Jennifer Nash eds., 2006).
Rather, they impose mandatory management actions that are intended to force facility managers to think about their use of toxics and to find ways to reduce them.

The specifics of these laws can vary, but they typically share the same basic elements as found in the Massachusetts Toxic Use Reduction Act (TURA)—the first such state law of this kind. Under TURA, regulated firms must engage in an internal analysis of their current use of toxic chemicals, develop goals for reducing those toxics, establish internal plans for meeting their reduction goals, and submit to the government annual reports and other documentation on their facilities’ use and release of toxic chemicals. Although some state laws mandate that facilities actually follow through on their plans, most follow Massachusetts’s TURA and merely require goal-setting and internal planning—not the implementation of plans or the attainment of goals.

With these examples in mind, it should be clear that management-based or macro-means regulation compels managers of regulated entities to focus attention on an underlying regulatory problem and then requires them to analyze how their operations are contributing to that problem, to set goals for reducing or mitigating the problem, and to establish plans for attaining those goals. This type of regulation requires that firms adopt a systematic process of management that usually tracks what has come to be known widely as a “plan-do-check-act” process, a management method used often in the business world to promote quality improvements in products or processes. The plan-do-check-act process calls for managers to engage in an ongoing cycle of planning, operating, monitoring, and re-evaluating—all with the aim of achieving continuous improvement. By requiring regulated entities to follow such a systematic management method, management-based regulations such as HACCP and TURA aim to prompt companies to commit to addressing problems and to following documented processes intended to keep them on a path toward ever-increasing improvements.

33. See Coglianese & Lazer, supra note 11, at 709.
34. See Cary Coglianese & Evan Mendelson, Meta-Regulation and Self-Regulation, in THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF REG. 146 (Martin Cave et al., eds., 2010).
36. See Coglianese & Mendelson, supra note 34.
37. See Coglianese, supra note 17, at 55–60.
C. The Paris Agreement as Management-Based Global Governance

The management-based approach to domestic regulation effectively describes the core requirements that lie at the heart of the Paris Agreement.\footnote{See, e.g., Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs), U.N. CLIMATE CHANGE, https://unfccc.int/process/the-paris-agreement/nationally-determined-contributions/ndc-registry (noting that “[n]ationally determined contributions (NDCs) are at the heart of the Paris Agreement”).} Unlike the structured ends-based requirements embedded in the 1997 Kyoto Protocol,\footnote{Kyoto Protocol, supra note 2.} which contained a schedule of designated reductions in greenhouse gas emissions from developed countries,\footnote{See Weil, supra note 7, at 925.} the Paris Agreement imposes no such requirements for attaining any particular emissions reductions.\footnote{Ahmad et al., supra note 10 at 283.} Nor does it require that countries adopt or abandon any specific sources of energy. It is true, of course, that countries that signed the Paris Agreement agree to the importance of the overarching goal of limiting the increase of the global mean temperature to two degrees Celsius,\footnote{Paris Agreement, supra note 1, art. 2.1(a).} but that target is not a binding obligation on any individual country. Instead, the signatory nations are each required to establish their own climate goals and submit their own mitigation plans.\footnote{The agreement has some other requirements too, such as Article 9’s unspecified requirement that developed nations “provide financial resources” to developing nations, but the core of the Agreement centers on each country’s setting of its own goals and plans. Id. art. 9.1.} These nationally determined contributions constitute the individual countries’ goals, with the Agreement calling on countries to then “pursue domestic mitigation measures, with the aim of achieving the objectives of such contributions.”\footnote{Id. art. 4.2.}

The Agreement directs countries to follow transparency guidelines for documenting their stated contributions and their progress in reducing greenhouse gas emissions.\footnote{Id. arts. 4.8, 4.12–13, 13. At the 24th Conference of the Parties in Poland in 2018, countries adopted a specific and broadly uniform set of guidelines to use in reporting goals and progress. See Outcomes of the U.N. Climate Change Conference in Katowice, CTR. FOR CLIMATE & ENERGY SOLUTIONS (Dec. 2018), https://www.c2es.org/site/assets/uploads/2018/12/cop-24-katowice-summary.pdf.} Countries are to report “regularly” on their progress, with these reports subject to a “technical expert review” that is supposed to help “identify areas of improvement” for each country.\footnote{Paris Agreement, supra note 1, arts. 13.7, 13.11–12.} Starting in 2023 and every fifth year thereafter,
countries will participate in a “global stocktake” process that will aim to foster continuous improvement, as countries are encouraged to “updat[e]” and “enhanc[e]” their nationally determined contributions.  

If the word “facilities” were substituted for “countries” or “parties” in the Paris Agreement, its provisions would sound like a classic case of management-based regulation at the level of domestic law. Indeed, legal and policy analysts have widely characterized the Paris Agreement as adopting a “bottom-up” approach—a term that could be applied equally well to management-based regulation, which has itself been sometimes been described as “mandated self-regulation” or as “regulating from the inside.” As with management-based regulation, the Paris Agreement calls on each country to identify its sources of the causes of the climate problem, set goals for ameliorating that problem, and adopt plans to attain those nationally determined goals. Just as domestic forms of management-based regulation require that industrial facilities undertake a series of comprehensive management steps, the Paris Agreement requires that countries engage in a systematic “management” process with respect to greenhouse gas emissions: they must set goals, establish plans, monitor and document progress, and periodically update their self-regulatory commitments. As with TURA and other domestic forms of management-based regulation, the Paris Agreement does not impose any legal consequences on a country that fails to establish ambitious goals in the first instance nor on one that fails to meet whatever goals or plans the country does establish for itself. The obligation is simply to follow what is, at a national policy level, a management process.

48.  Id. art. 14.
53.  See Ahmad et al., supra note 10, at 284.
54.  Id.
II. The Role and Limits of Management-Based Governance

Resting the fate of the planet on a legal regime that requires countries to engage in a policy management process but never compels them to achieve any reductions in greenhouse gases, may seem unsettling, if not even somewhat absurd. But a rationale for management-based regulation exists, and both theory and evidence suggest that it can prove effective in addressing domestic regulatory problems (at least under certain conditions).

To gauge better what the Paris Agreement can realistically be expected to achieve at the international level, it can help to consider evidence about management-based regulation in domestic settings and how the theory and evidence gained elsewhere might apply to the problem of global climate change.

A. Conditions for Taking a Management-Based Approach

One reason for using management-based regulation is to address problems that stem from poor or inadequate management. For example, some industrial and transportation accidents occur because insufficient coordination of connected behaviors and technologies can lead to breakdowns in systems operations, producing catastrophic results. For example, when the BP Deepwater Horizon drilling rig exploded in the Gulf of Mexico in April 2010, leading to the most extensive oil spill in U.S. history, the presidential commission that investigated the accident pointed to “systematic failures in risk management.”

The well blew out because a number of separate risk factors, oversights, and outright mistakes combined to overwhelm the safeguards meant to prevent just such an event from happening. But most of the mistakes and oversights at Macondo can be traced back to a single overarching failure—a failure of management.

Management failures like these become regulatory problems when the harms from such failures spill over to third parties—that is, when they create negative externalities. In these cases, managers of risky

56. For a discussion of the evidence on management-based regulation’s effectiveness, see Coglianese & Starobin, supra note 38.


59. Id. at 90.

60. For a discussion of negative externalities, see Thomas A. Lambert, How to Regu-
industrial or transportation companies lack adequate incentives to invest in the socially optimal level of management rigor or diligence. In other words, for the same reasons that firms sometimes lack incentives to make socially optimal investments in safety or pollution control equipment, they can also lack the proper incentives to invest adequately in management practices.\(^6\)

But recognizing that poor management can lead to problems does not necessarily imply that management-based regulation is the answer. After all, other regulatory strategies may work just as effectively, if not better. For example, policymakers can impose ex post liability (macro-ends regulation) on businesses for harms created by accidents, thus providing an incentive for more diligent management. Or if diligent management would lead businesses to install certain safety devices at their facilities, regulators could directly mandate the installation of those devices. Any decision to select management-based regulation should be made on the basis of a comparison with other regulatory alternatives, namely the other designs discussed in Part I.A. The relative advantages and disadvantages of different regulatory designs should be assessed in each particular regulatory context, as they will likely depend on the nature of the problem to be solved, the incentives and capacities of the regulated entities, and the regulator’s capabilities.

Still, it is possible to suggest some generalizations.\(^6\) We should not, for example, overstate the role that ex post liability can play. After all, such liability already exists as a background norm in domestic tort law, but the emergence of modern regulations around the world reveals the insufficiency of such liability on its own. When it comes to the prevention of low-probability, high-consequence events, ex post liability usually cannot create sufficient incentives because the consequences of liability can be softened through insurance or bankruptcy and because firms’ managers have cognitive biases (as we all do) that lead to systematic underappreciation of risk.\(^6\) Moreover, ex post liability is only triggered when a catastrophe occurs, while the public reasonably expects policies to impose ex ante obligations in the hope of preventing catastrophes from occurring in the first place.

\(^{61}\) For a discussion of market failures that justify regulation, see generally W. Kip Viscusi et al., Economics of Regulation and Antitrust 2–3 (2d ed. 1995).

\(^{62}\) See Coglianese & Lazer, supra note 11.

\(^{63}\) For an excellent overview of cognitive biases and their implications for managers, see generally Robert Meyer & Howard Kunreuther, The Ostrich Paradox: Why We Underprepare for Disasters (2017).
Micro-means regulations have thus been widely adopted because, at least when used for well-understood problems that have common one-size-fits-all solutions, they can offer considerable certainty in their effectiveness and they tend to be easier for regulators to monitor for compliance. For example, presumably any mission-critical equipment in an industrial operation will need a backup source of energy in case of a power outage, so it makes sense to mandate that firms install backup generators. Similarly, because any building needs a fire alarm to alert occupants to leave in the event of a fire, building codes require the installation of smoke detectors and similar alarm systems. An advantage of micro-means regulation is that it can be relatively easy for regulatory inspectors to ensure that such mandated, one-size-fits-all means have been installed.

Of course, one size does not always fit all. In such circumstances, a micro-ends or performance-based regulation will make sense because it gives regulated entities flexibility to find their own lowest-cost way to achieve the required outcome. For example, car manufacturers have many different ways to construct their cars to protect occupants in the event of a crash, and, as a result, automobile safety regulations obligate manufacturers to meet a performance test conducted under laboratory conditions with crash test dummies connected to pressure sensors. Such a performance-based approach to regulation has been widely hailed for its ability to accommodate different products or operations as well as to allow room for innovation over time. But micro-ends regulation will only work well when desired regulatory outcomes can be reliably observed and monitored.

Yet, just as one size does not always fit all, it will not always be the case that outcomes can be measured easily enough to justify the use of a micro-ends regulatory design. If outcomes cannot be reliably monitored and one size does not fit all, then what is a regulator to do? That is a time when the regulator can turn to macro-means or management-based regulation, because this approach only imposes requirements for documented management steps, giving regulated entities’

64. See NAT’L ACAD. SCI., ENG’G, & MED., supra note 13, at 31.
65. Id.
67. See id. at 525-28.
flexibility over the direct, substantive actions they choose to take.\textsuperscript{69} The conditions for using management-based regulation can thus be summarized as: (1) a high degree of heterogeneity in regulated targets and their operations, and (2) considerable difficulty in reliably monitoring desired end states.\textsuperscript{70}

Turning to the problem of global climate change, then, it is clear that greenhouse gas emissions and deforestation impose negative externalities that can justify regulation of some kind.\textsuperscript{71} The question becomes what kind of regulatory design would work best. Management-based regulation fits the problem of climate change well because the two conditions for its use are easily met in this context.\textsuperscript{72}

The first condition for management-based regulation—heterogeneity among regulated entities—applies quite strongly in the context of climate change. No one-size-fits-all solution could be mandated because of the extensive diversity that exists across countries’ current energy sources, natural resource uses, and economic conditions. Not only are there broad differences between developed and developing economies, but, as the Paris Agreement itself recognizes, “different national circumstances” exist even within these categories.\textsuperscript{73} The Agreement calls for each country’s nationally determined contribution to be customized to fit its particular circumstances.\textsuperscript{74}

As to the second condition, reliable monitoring of greenhouse gas emissions is far from a straightforward task, both nationally and on a global scale. Emissions stem from many millions of different industrial and transportation-related sources, and the concentration of greenhouse gasses in the stratosphere can be affected by other factors such

\textsuperscript{69}. Coglianese & Lazer, \textit{supra} note 11, at 705-06.
\textsuperscript{70}. \textit{Id.}; Coglianese, \textit{supra} note 13, at 167-68.
\textsuperscript{71}. Global climate change is a commons or public good problem, a special case of an externality or harm to third parties. Reductions in globally mixed pollutants are nonexcludable and nonrivalrous, which means that each polluter (and each country) has an incentive to free ride on others’ mitigation efforts.
\textsuperscript{72}. This is not to say that other factors, such as practicality and political economy, did not also reinforce, if not even drive, the adoption of a management-based approach for the Paris Agreement, as a positive matter. Here I am focusing on prescriptive conditions from the standpoint of the theory of regulatory instrument choice.
\textsuperscript{73}. \textit{See} Paris Agreement, \textit{supra} note 1, preamble & arts. 2.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.19. The Agreement also refers in multiple parts to nations’ “common but differentiated responsibilities.” \textit{Id.} at preamble & arts. 2.2, 4.3, 4.19.
\textsuperscript{74}. \textit{Id.} art. 4.3 (stating that a country’s nationally determined contribution should “reflect its highest possible ambition, reflecting its common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities, in the light of different national circumstances”).
as deforestation. Each country faces its own challenges in accurately measuring emissions and other climate-related activities within its borders. A global regime needs accurate techniques to verify each country’s self-reports. Not long ago, a National Academy of Sciences study committee found such verification methods to be “not sufficiently accurate.” More recently, satellite and aircraft monitoring techniques have emerged that hold promise, especially for tracking carbon emissions. But reliably tracking and verifying countries’ outputs is still far from simple and assured. It is thus not surprising that the Paris Agreement itself repeatedly emphasizes the need for transparency, nor that a subsequent global climate agreement forged in Katowice, Poland in 2018 devoted a noteworthy level of attention to issues of monitoring and verification.


79. See Paris Agreement, supra note 1, art. 4.8, 4.13, 6.2, 13.1.

B. The Effectiveness of Management-Based Governance

The existence of the two conditions for management-based regulation—heterogeneity and difficulty in monitoring performance—helps to explain why countries opted for a management-based approach in the Paris Agreement.\(^{81}\) However, the mere fact that global climate change satisfies the theoretical conditions underpinning management-based regulation does not provide any guarantee that this legal approach will in fact prove successful. After all, the two conditions that theory suggests will make management-based regulation appropriate amount to little more than the very conditions under which both traditional means- and ends-based regulatory strategies will fail.\(^{82}\) Is there any reason to think that management-based regulation can succeed under these conditions?

Perhaps surprisingly, sound empirical evidence indicates that management-based regulation can deliver meaningful substantive results. This evidence comes from the application of management-based regulation to address the two types of domestic regulatory problems discussed in the previous Part: foodborne illnesses and the use of toxic chemicals.

With respect to foodborne illnesses, following the imposition of HACCP requirements on meat processing plants, the U.S. Department of Agriculture found that the incidence of salmonella on sampled meat products declined between 10-60%, depending on the type of meat.\(^{83}\) Overall, the Centers for Disease Control reported a 23% decline in foodborne illnesses in the initial years following the imposition of these management-based food safety requirements.\(^{84}\) Although such data suggests a positive effect from the imposition of HACCP’s management-based regulatory approach, by themselves they cannot rule out the possibility that such declines would have occurred anyway. To have confidence that HACCP led to a reduction in foodborne illnesses, researchers must compare the observed decline in foodborne illnesses with an estimate of the counterfactual—that is, the rate of such illnesses in the absence of the regulation. A statistical strategy known as differences-in-differences estimation provides the basis for estimating

---

81. Of course, for the purpose of forging a widespread agreement, the management-based approach also has much to offer in terms of political feasibility because it lacks substantive legal obligations and affords each country flexibility in choosing its own performance goals and energy mix, providing for greater maneuverability. See Falkner, supra note 55; see also Biniay, supra note 16.

82. Coglianese, supra note 13, at 169.

83. See Coglianese & Lazer, supra note 11, at 724.

84. Id.
how much any decline in foodborne illnesses can be attributed to a HACCP regulation.\textsuperscript{85} Economists Travis Minor and Matt Parrett used this strategy to study the impact of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) HACCP regulation of fruit juice manufacturers.\textsuperscript{86} They compared the change in foodborne illnesses associated with juices after the introduction of HACCP to the change over the same time period in foodborne illnesses associated with all other types of food products, which were not subject to HACCP, finding that the FDA’s HACCP regulation was associated with an annual reduction of about 500 juice-related foodborne illnesses.\textsuperscript{87} This was a substantial reduction given that the total annual foodborne illnesses from juices ranged from about 600 to 1,800 in the period prior to the adoption of the HACCP regulation.\textsuperscript{88}

Similarly, states’ experiences with management-based pollution prevention regulations shows that management-based regulation can produce positive results. Legal scholars Michael Dorf and Charles Sabel have argued that “[s]ubstantial evidence in the aggregate and at the firm level suggests that this apparatus works” in reducing toxic pollution.\textsuperscript{89} Policy analyst Thomas Beierle has claimed that the Massachusetts Toxic Use Reduction Act specifically has “been quite effective in reducing toxic releases and waste,” because that state “outpaced the nation as a whole in reducing on-site [toxic] releases.”\textsuperscript{90} However, Beierle does not note that all New England states—even those without management-based toxic chemical laws—experienced declines in toxic pollution that outpaced the rest of the nation.\textsuperscript{91} More sophisticated analysis is thus needed to have confidence that management-based regulation made a difference. Economist Lori Bennear has provided just such analysis in her longitudinal study of toxic pollution at

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{85} For a more detailed discussion of the difference-in-differences estimation strategy, see Lori Snyder Bennear & Cary Coglianese, \textit{Measuring Progress: Program Evaluation of Environmental Policies, 47 ENV’T. 22 (2005)}.
\bibitem{86} Travis Minor & Matt Parrett, \textit{The Economic Impact of the Food and Drug Administration’s Final Juice HACCP Rule, 68 FOOD POL’Y 206 (2017)}.
\bibitem{87} \textit{Id.} at 210–11 (“We find evidence that the FDA’s Final Juice Rule reduced the number of foodborne illnesses associated with juice-bearing products by between 462 and 508 annually.”).
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more than 31,000 industrial facilities throughout the United States in the 1990s. Using the same kind of differences-in-differences analysis that Minor and Parrett performed on HACCP, Bennear has determined that facilities in states with management-based pollution prevention laws achieved on average 28-30% greater declines in their reported levels of toxic emissions.

These improvements are striking, especially given that neither HACCP nor pollution prevention planning laws actually require a reduction in the targeted problems. How can regulations that merely require businesses to engage in a management activity nevertheless lead to significant substantive results? Three complementary reasons can be offered to explain why management-based regulation can work.

First, management-based regulation may succeed because, as noted earlier, some problems might simply stem from lack of proper management. The poor coordination of people and processes that make up a complex industrial operation will lead to accidents or contamination when people get in each other’s way or fail to sequence their actions properly. Making firms engage in management activities can help improve their internal coordination and promote safer outcomes.

Second, management-based regulation may work because of how it interacts with other regulatory tools, such as macro-ends liability. If businesses know they will be liable if they find problems with their operations but fail to fix them, then once firms are forced to find these problems through management-based regulation they will be inclined to correct them, even if doing so is costly.

93. Id. at 345.
94. See Coglianese, supra note 13, at 172-73; see also supra notes 57-59 and accompanying text.
95. See NAT’L ACAD. SCI., ENG’G, & MED., supra note 13, at 138-39.
96. On the other hand, the threat of liability might affect how diligently firms engage in required management actions. As a committee of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine has noted, “the background threat of liability in the event of a catastrophe may motivate a firm to plan more carefully, but the possibility of a firm’s internal plans being used against it in a subsequent action for liability could have the opposite effect of causing the firm to plan less ambitiously.” NAT’L ACAD. SCI., ENG’G, & MED., supra note 13, at 138-39.
Finally, firms may well reap their own private rewards by taking the actions that they take in response to a management-based regulation.98 The required management activity can directly deliver private benefits if its resulting improvements in internal coordination not only make industrial operations safer or cleaner but also make them more efficient or productive. Required management efforts can also indirectly lead a business to discover some non-management actions, such as the installation of safety devices or changes to internal work practices, that deliver both public and private benefits. Of course, one might ask why any company that would reap its own rewards would not have already undertaken activity to bring about such rewards. In some cases, it will simply be too costly for businesses to find these private rewards absent any management-based regulations; they will not know these opportunities are there until they look for them, and they do not look for them because the search process has its own costs.99 But once a management-based regulation requires businesses to engage in a systematic analysis of their operations and create a plan of action, they will have been forced to incur the costs of searching for and finding these otherwise privately rewarding opportunities.100

In the context of global climate change, it may be hard to see the first two explanations for management-based regulation—that is, the imperatives of operational management and the threat of ex post liability—applying to nation-states.101 But the third reason—that is, the finding of joint gains from taking the required management steps—would surely apply to climate change. That third reason would apply to the Paris Agreement if, by requiring countries to make and then

98. This is the circumstance that Lori Bennear has called a “strong complementarity” between management efforts and private gains. Bennear, supra note 32, at 59 (noting that management-based environmental regulations can work when there is “a strong positive relationship between increasing pollution-prevention [management] effort and increasing cost-savings or benefits from pollution reductions”).

99. See Coglianese, supra note 13, at 172 (“Since finding cost savings and competitive advantages from socially responsible behavior is costly, rational firms will only expend the necessary search costs when the expected net benefits exceed the search costs.”).

100. See id. (discussing how, “when a management-based regulation mandates firms to engage in planning and analysis, firms must engage in search costs [which] become sunk costs to the firm, and any cost-saving or profit-enhancing actions firms identify along the way of complying with management-based regulation will be adopted…”).

101. As to the first reason, nation-states do have complex industries operating within their jurisdictions, to be sure, but the state is not itself the kind of entity like a complex industrial operation that could benefit from careful management. Furthermore, the problem of climate change does not stem from inadequate management but from the misalignment of incentives inherent in any public good scenario. As to the second reason, nation-states are not subject to a threat of background liability or regulatory compliance risk that would work synergistically with a management-based treaty addressing climate change.
update nationally determined commitments, the Agreement forces
countries to invest in search processes that both yield reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions as well as reap other gains for each coun-
try.102 Such emissions reductions will usually generate substantial co-
benefits, that is, reductions in locally harmful effects of pollution at the
same time that they reduce global climate risks.103 Raising fuel econ-
omy standards for automobiles, for example, may be sufficiently justi-
fied merely due to the domestic cost savings from fuel consumption
and reductions in local pollutants, even though such tightened stand-
ards will also produce global benefits from the reductions in green-
house gas emissions. In this way, adopting measures to reduce green-
house gas emissions could thus help save the planet at the same time
that they potentially save thousands or millions of lives in each country
simply by cleaning the local air.104 The Paris Agreement’s manage-
ment-based approach may help motivate national leaders to find and
adopt a range of policies that deliver sufficiently positive net domestic
benefits and that also deliver the added bonus of reducing greenhouse
gas emissions.105

102. Article 2, for example, situates the Agreement’s climate objectives “in the context of
sustainable development and efforts to eradicate poverty.” Paris Agreement, supra note 1, art.
2.1. In addition, Article 9’s provision related to funding suggests that, for developing coun-
tries, some “other gains” contemplated under the Agreement would have stemmed from finan-
cial assistance provided by developed countries to assist with the former countries’ mitigation
and adaptation efforts. Id. art. 9. But Article 9 does not provide any specific amount of, or
formula for, financial support that developed countries are supposed to provide. The Agree-
ment has been described as “deliberately vague” and ineffectual on the matter of developed
countries’ financial assistance. Andrea N. Kienast, Consensus Behind Action: The Fate of the
Paris Agreement in the United States of America, 9 CARBON & CLIMATE L. REV. 314, 325-26
(2015). Overall, the Agreement “does little to ensure adequate financing in the future.” Mar-
gareth Wewerinke-Singh & Curtis Doebbler, The Paris Agreement: Some Critical Reflec-

103. For a discussion of co-benefits (or ancillary benefits), see Dallas Burtraw & Michael
A. Toman, “Ancillary Benefits” of Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Policies, MICHAEL A. TOMAN,

104. See COP24 Special Report: Health and Climate Change, WORLD HEALTH ORG., 1,

105. Recent debate over whether to count foreign benefits in benefit-cost analysis of do-
meric environmental regulation makes plain that environmental and energy policies can yield
local benefits at the same time that they reduce greenhouse gas emissions. See, e.g., Ted Gayer
& W. Kip Viscusi, Determining the Proper Scope of Climate Change Benefits in U.S. Regu-
latory Analyses: Domestic Versus Global Approaches, 10 REV. ENVTL. ECON. & POL’Y 1, 2
(2016) (raising concerns about the empirical and legal validity of reliance on the foreign
effects of domestic regulations when estimating their benefits and costs); Peter Howard & Jason
Schwartz, Think Global: International Reciprocity as Justification for a Global Social Cost of
Carbon, 42 COLUM. J. ENVTL. L. 203 (2017) (offering a defense of the use of foreign benefits
in benefit-cost analyses of domestic regulations).
C. The Limits of Management-Based Governance

The available evidence showing the efficacy of domestic applications of management-based regulation would appear to give the world reason to expect that the Paris Agreement can achieve reductions in greenhouse gas emissions on the global stage. However, these expectations should not be set too high. A management-based approach to climate governance might well prompt progress in greenhouse gas reductions, but this does not mean it will yield significant or globally optimal reductions in emissions. With respect to the goal of limiting the rise of the global mean temperature to no more than two degrees Celsius, the initial nationally determined contributions offered under the framework of the Paris Agreement appear not to be up to the task—and even these limited commitments might never be achieved.

Some might hope that subsequent rounds of commitments will yield more substantial pledges over time. Yet research on domestic applications of management-based regulation suggests that such hope would be misplaced. Researchers have come across a number of potentially serious concerns about the limits of management-based regulation, and perhaps the most well-documented one is that the positive effects from this form of regulation can be short-lived. In her study of state pollution prevention planning regulations, for example, Lori Bennear tested for the effect of planning requirements on facilities over time and found that the statistically significant reductions she observed in the data occurred only for up to four years after the imposition of a planning law. By the fifth year, the results failed to pass the normal test for statistical significance—meaning that states with these planning laws no longer yielded any improvements relative to states without these laws.

Management-based regulation of domestic policy problems may only prompt initial improvements because it leads private-sector managers to find and pick the low-hanging fruit—solutions that are easy and quick fixes. These managers may initially find and implement a variety of win-win opportunities, where both the private organization and the broader public and environment reap rewards. With the low-

106. See supra notes 83-84, 86-88, 92-93 and accompanying text.
108. See Coglianese, supra note 13, at 173.
110. Id. at 341.
111. Coglianese & Nash, supra note 91, at 95-96.
hanging fruit picked, further reductions in the underlying problem become increasingly costly and thus may no longer provide businesses with win-win gains.\textsuperscript{112}

With the passage of time, businesses may continue to complete the required management steps but they may do so with less rigor and with dampened commitment to addressing the ultimate problem that the regulation aims to solve.\textsuperscript{113} For example, one study of two Australian companies subject to management-based workplace safety rules described the “the predominant response of both workers and middle management” as simply a matter of “going through the motions without any conviction that this would achieve anything of substance.”\textsuperscript{114} Others have observed that compliance with management-based regulation can amount to little more than “pencil-whipping” as required management documentation becomes routinized without business managers showing any real ambition to make meaningful improvements in actual practices.\textsuperscript{115}

Regulators can try to counteract these tendencies if they can define with meaningful precision what counts as high-quality management efforts or if they deploy sophisticated inspectors who can help motivate continuous improvements. But if management-based regulation is used in circumstances where outputs are difficult to monitor and no clear one-size-fits-all action can be observed, as is presumably the case by definition, then this form of regulation faces inherent difficulties in preventing regulated entities from shirking.\textsuperscript{116} Laggard firms may evade detection by merely going through the motions in undertaking the required management activities.\textsuperscript{117}

The limitations of management-based regulation in the domestic context also apply to its usage in the context of global climate change.\textsuperscript{118} Indeed, they may be even more worrisome when applied to

\textsuperscript{112} Economists and other analysts widely assume that there are increasing marginal costs to environmental control, meaning that it becomes progressively costly to reduce pollution to ever-lower levels. Stephen Breyer, Regulation and Its Reform 264 (1982). In the context of climate change, it has also been recognized that “there are a number of opportunities to reduce emissions at little or no cost” but that these “are mostly one-time measures that are not indefinitely exploitable.” Thomas C. Schelling, What Makes Greenhouse Sense?, 81 Foreign Aff. 2, 4 (2002).

\textsuperscript{113} Coglianese & Nash, supra note 91, at 95-96.


\textsuperscript{115} Nat'l Acad. Sci., Eng'g, & Med., supra note 13, at 111.

\textsuperscript{116} Cf. Coglianese, supra note 17, at 70.

\textsuperscript{117} See supra notes 113-15 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{118} See James K. Hammitt, Is “Practical Global Climate Policy” Sufficient?, in
global governance. At least in countries with strong domestic governing institutions, policymakers can back up any requirements for specified management action with the threat of imposing sanctions on firms; this cannot be said to the same extent for international regulatory schemes like the Paris Agreement.\textsuperscript{119} Moreover, even though the Agreement has not yet required very much of countries beyond their initial pledges, signs of wavering commitments are already appearing. Only the European Union and twenty-five countries have signed onto a separate pledge to increase the ambitiousness of their climate goals whenever they next update their nationally determined contributions.\textsuperscript{120} In addition to President Trump’s announcement of his intention to withdraw the United States from the Paris Agreement, Brazil has reneged on its plan to host the next Conference of the Parties meeting in 2019, and the new Brazilian president has threatened to withdraw from the Agreement.\textsuperscript{121} The United States, Kuwait, Russia, and Saudia Arabia blocked a provision in the 2018 Katowice Climate Package—the most recent post-Paris round of international climate negotiations—that would have welcomed a report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change that forecasted a 1.5 degree Celsius global mean temperature increase over the course of little more than a decade.\textsuperscript{122} All of these signs of wavering commitment have emerged even

\textsuperscript{119} Even international agreements that do not rely on a bottom-up, management-based approach like the Paris Agreement can have weak or nonexistent incentives for compliance. For example, the United States signed the Kyoto Protocol, but never ratified it; Canada ratified it but later withdrew entirely from the agreement without any apparent consequence of note; and supposedly binding targets imposed on Russia under the Protocol were later renegotiated. \textit{See generally} Ian Austen, \textit{Canada Announces Exit from Kyoto Climate Treaty}, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 12, 2011), at A15; Mustafa H. Babiker et al., \textit{The Evolution of a Climate Regime: Kyoto to Marrakech and Beyond}, \textit{5 Envtl. Sci. & Pol'y} 195 (2002).

\textsuperscript{120} \textit{See Statement on Stepping up Climate Ambition}, HIGH AMBITION COALITION, 1 (Dec. 12, 2018), https://ec.europa.eu/clima/sites/clima/files/news/20181211_statement_en.pdf. The absence of other countries on this pledge may seem striking given that the Paris Agreement expressly contemplates that nationally determined contributions will become progressively more ambitious with each update. Paris Agreement, supra note 1, art. 4.3.


notwithstanding the very minimal obligations the Paris Agreement has imposed to date. One can only imagine what this portends for sustaining serious widespread commitment in the years to come after the low-hanging fruit has been picked.

III. WEAK PRESSURES AND STRONG POPULISM

The inherent challenges in management-based governance will only add to another reality confronting the Paris Agreement: its weak incentives. The Agreement is devoid of any meaningful mechanism to encourage countries to pursue ambitious climate action, relying instead on weak reputational pressures—sometimes captured by the phrase “naming and shaming”—to sustain engagement over time. The basic idea is that the global regime will prompt national climate action through a type of peer pressure that generates normative expectations for compliance and continued improvement. The Paris Agreement’s provisions calling for transparency, periodic stocktakes, and ongoing reviews stem from an assumption that countries themselves can hold each other accountable, with transnational nongovernmental organizations providing additional pressures for compliance.

The Paris Agreement is certainly not alone among international agreements in relying on transparency mechanisms designed to support global peer pressure. International law lacks the type of sanctions that stand behind domestic laws, which means that it often must depend on peer pressure as a principal incentive for compliance. Such incentives do shape state behavior, especially when transnational norms are firmly reinforced by powerful nations on the international stage. Yet the Paris Agreement’s management-based global regime

123. See infra Part II.C.
124. See Falkner, supra note 55; Jacquet & Jamieson, supra note 19, at 645.
125. Ahmad et al., supra note 10, at 284.
126. See, e.g., Falkner, supra note 55, at 1121–22 (describing transparency as “the central tool for driving up ambition within the [global climate] regime”); Ahmad et al., supra note 10, at 284 (“Rather than rely on punitive legal enforcement measures, the Paris Agreement provides a framework that creates a continuous cycle to take advantage of peer and public pressure to motivate countries to raise their ambition over time through several linked processes.”).
127. See, e.g., CHAYES & CHAYES, supra note 11, at 3, 32-33 (noting that “sanctioning authority is rarely granted by treaty, rarely used when granted, and likely to be ineffective when used” but nevertheless there are reasons to assume that nations have a “propensity to comply” with international norms).
complicates efforts at fostering robust global peer pressure. The Agreement provides no clear benchmark for any country to strive to achieve; each country’s goal is left for that country to determine for itself.\textsuperscript{129} For this reason, the Paris Agreement is different than treaties that merely rely on peer pressure to induce compliance. Other treaties contain a commonly accepted international norm against which compliance can at least be assessed. By contrast, the Paris Agreement’s management-based approach offers no clear, commonly accepted norm with respect to the amount of emissions reductions that any nation should achieve, nor even whether countries necessarily have an obligation to achieve those commitments.\textsuperscript{130}

The Paris Agreement in this sense proves even weaker in its pressures for environmental change than the typical international agreement—and that means that, even more than usual with international law, domestic rather than transnational political factors will matter for motivating climate action. In finding the political will to impose climate taxes or commit to adopting costly energy regulations, national leaders cannot be expected to respond to reputational sanctions from other nations or transnational nongovernmental organizations nearly as much as to the interests and values of key elites, interest groups, and voting segments in their national polity.\textsuperscript{131} The Agreement’s management-based nature all but assures that domestic pressures will dominate. Paradoxically, the success of the global climate law will rest ultimately with domestic politics.

Given the primacy of domestic politics, I draw attention in this final Part of this Article to three areas of research related to policy and politics at the domestic level that offer a window into significant challenges confronting the Paris Agreement. First, I discuss research on domestic voluntary environmental programs because these programs, like the Paris Agreement, rely mainly on reputational incentives. Second, broader sociological research offers suggestions about what to expect from the Paris Agreement’s reliance on shaming as a compliance incentive. Finally, I explain why the fervent populism that has

\textsuperscript{129} Paris Agreement, supra note 1, art. 4.2.

\textsuperscript{130} Ahmad et al., supra note 10, at 284.

\textsuperscript{131} See Jessica F. Green, Blurred Lines: Public-Private Interactions in Carbon Regulations, 43 INTL. INTERACTIONS 103 (2017) (noting the important role played by nongovernmental organizations); Robert O. Keohane & Michael Oppenheimer, Paris: Beyond the Climate Dead End Through Pledge and Review?, 4 POL. & GOVERNANCE 142, 148 (2016) (noting that “domestic politics is crucial in determining whether multilateral institutions can be effective”). It should be noted that the transparency that the Paris Agreement seeks to promote will likely make as much of a difference for domestic actors who are able to put pressure on their own government’s leaders than for facilitating a global system of naming and shaming.
emerged around the world in recent years will likely prove one of the major stumbling blocks to climate progress under the Paris Agreement. The growing influence of populist appeals to nationalism in many countries will make it harder than ever to secure fidelity to the global climate accord because the accord expressly leaves it up to each individual country to establish their goals and determine the pace and methods of achieving them.

A. Incentives for Voluntary Environmental Action

At the level of domestic environmental policy, governments around the world have tried to encourage private companies to make voluntary commitments to improve their environmental performance. They have established numerous programs that seek “to change private sector behavior not by requiring compliance with mandatory regulations, but by offering often modest incentives, such as access to information and positive public recognition.”\(^{132}\) As these programs rely on a similar peer-pressure incentive model as the Paris Agreement, experience with these programs can be instructive in discerning what it is reasonable to expect from an international agreement that essentially calls on nation states to undertake voluntary environmental action.

Among its many voluntary environmental programs, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) National Environmental Performance Track was considered to be the agency’s flagship voluntary program.\(^{133}\) In operation from 2000 to 2009, Performance Track encouraged—but did not require—industrial facilities to set environmental improvement goals and adopt management systems to achieve those goals. Facilities that volunteered to join this program received little more than some limited recognition from the EPA as environmental leaders. EPA envisioned peer pressure as among the motivating factors that would encourage top-performing firms to set and achieve ambitious goals, as well as for more average companies to be motivated to keep pace with the top performers.\(^{134}\)

Even though Performance Track applied domestically, the design of the program bears some similarity to the Paris Agreement. Membership in Performance Track hinged on facilities setting their own


\(^{134}\) *Id.* at 12-15.
environmental goals and then developing and implementing internal plans to help them attain and document their progress—essentially a management-based design. With respect to the Paris Agreement, the voluntary commitments that a country makes under the Agreement can and often will call for the imposition of mandatory rules imposed on that country’s industrial firms, but the choice of the goals and the policy plan to achieve those goals is left up to each nation’s domestic government, much as it was with each industrial facility in the case of Performance Track.

What clues might a domestic voluntary management-based program offer for a global climate accord that also depends on voluntary commitments? In a multi-year empirical study of Performance Track, Jennifer Nash and I sought to understand why some facilities joined the program and others did not. We found little evidence that the program led to any substantial changes in facilities’ environmental performance. Indeed, contrary to what the program’s name might imply, the facilities that participated in the program—which were only a “tiny fraction” of all regulated facilities—were not necessarily distinguished by their superior environmental performance. The EPA’s own Inspector General reported that “most members do not make the environmental progress anticipated when they set commitments.”

Although facilities recognized by the program were supposed to have a strong compliance record, the Inspector General also found that about 27% of the facilities in the program had violated environmental regulations. Performance Track had even recognized a number of “facilities with more compliance problems or more toxic releases than their sector [peer facilities’] averages.” Rather than consistently attracting the best environmental leaders, what distinguished the facilities that joined Performance Track turned out to be more their managers’ eagerness to be recognized as leaders than any

135. Id.
136. Id. at 56 (“EPA drew into its program those facilities that sought out government recognition and emphasized the importance of maintaining good public relations. These were the more extroverted facilities, not necessarily the top environmental performers.”)
137. Id. at 83; see also id. at 63 (noting that “Performance Track attracted less than 0.1% of its membership pool”).
138. Id. at 81–82.
140. Id. at 17.
141. Id. at 26.
superior environmental performance by their facilities. Participating facilities tended to be ones with managers who valued the reputational benefits that came from EPA declaring them a top environmental performer.

The EPA has had similar experiences with its other voluntary environmental programs; few, if any, have yielded any indication of significant environmental improvements. On occasion these programs have been shown to prompt businesses to reduce their pollution, but at most they tend to yield only relatively modest and short-lived improvements. Much of the same can be said of a popular set of nongovernmental environmental management standards—ISO 14001—which are also not mandatory and do not require any specific levels of environmental performance. Among the studies that have tried to measure the environmental effects of the ISO 14001 standards, the research conducted by Aseem Prakash and Matthew Potoski stands out for its robustness, but even Prakash and Potoski find only “modest” effects from these standards. Compared to facilities without a certified ISO environmental management system, facilities with an ISO-certified environmental management stayed in compliance with binding government regulations on average only one week longer each year, and certified facilities appear to have ranked only about three percentiles cleaner in terms of their toxic discharges.

The modest impacts of domestic voluntary environmental programs suggest limitations that are likely in store for the Paris Agreement—with full recognition, of course, of the differences between domestic and international settings. It is true that, with respect to the Paris Agreement, if national leaders find themselves sufficiently motivated to reduce their countries’ greenhouse gas emissions, they can

142. See Coglianese & Nash, supra note 133, at 11, 82.
144. See Coglianese & Nash, supra note 132, at 238 (concluding that “the impacts of voluntary programs are mixed, with at best some evidence of small, positive results from a few programs”); Richard D. Morgenstern & William A. Pizer, The Effectiveness of Voluntary Environmental Programs, RFF POL’Y COMMENTARY (Mar. 3, 2008), http://www.rff.org/blog/2008/effectiveness-voluntary-environmental-programs (noting that “[a]mong the cases that we studied, the evidence showed that some initial gains may not persist” with “the most profitable gains … taken early and the most cooperative firms join[ing] first, with the result that the program may lose momentum over time”).
147. Id.
always choose to achieve those goals in their countries by using traditional regulatory tools backed up by meaningful incentives for private firms to reduce their emissions. The question is simply whether national leaders will be so motivated. It is telling that with the voluntary program that was given highest profile by EPA—Performance Track—no more than a tiny fraction of polluting facilities stepped forward to participate in the program and deliver meaningful improvements in their environmental performance.\textsuperscript{148} The experience with domestic voluntary environmental programs suggests that only small fraction of national leaders are likely to step forward to make sustained, costly policy commitments, especially when they face internal opposition from their nations’ business leaders and other elites.

\textit{B. Shame and the Social Side of Sanctions}

Voluntary environmental programs offer \textit{positive} reputational incentives in the form of recognition of participating businesses as environmental leaders. But \textit{negative} reputational incentives are also available to motivate behavior. What can social science research say about the Paris Agreement’s reliance on negative reputational incentives—that is, shaming—to motivate countries to undertake and sustain ambitious climate action?

The Paris Agreement is by no means the first legal regime to rely on shaming as a mechanism for motivating behavioral change.\textsuperscript{149} At the domestic level, many regulations compel private businesses to disclose information in the hope of increasing the risk of shaming.\textsuperscript{150} Examples include requirements that factories disclose the amount of toxic pollution they release into the environment,\textsuperscript{151} and mandates that food manufacturers disclose the calories contained in their food products.\textsuperscript{152} These information disclosure requirements—which have sometimes been explicitly described as “regulation by shaming”\textsuperscript{153}—rely at least
in part on the hope that companies will improve their products or industrial processes in order to avoid negative repercussions from customers or other key actors.\textsuperscript{154}

Some observers have hailed such disclosure laws as highly effective,\textsuperscript{155} while others have questioned whether they truly make much of a difference at all.\textsuperscript{156} Too often, though, the debate over information disclosure lacks systematic evidence. The most rigorous research available paints at best a mixed picture.\textsuperscript{157} Information disclosure can induce behavioral change—but regulation by shaming has not proven a major impetus for substantial, costly changes. When laws compel immediately accessible, understandable information that helps consumers in their decision-making, they may well activate market pressures to induce at least some modest behavioral changes—but the evidence suggests that these effects are far from a sure thing.\textsuperscript{158} Overall, the risk of negative reputational harm from information disclosure—regulation by shaming—hardly seems compelling enough to provide a shining example of what shaming will accomplish for the Paris Agreement.

Furthermore, when designers of a legal regime think they have created a structure that will lead to shaming, they need to consider that the system could turn out, at least for some individuals or entities, to work in a fashion opposite of what is intended. Shaming does not always work as planned because behavior that leads some people to experience shame can provide others with a badge of honor.\textsuperscript{159}

\textsuperscript{154} Kleindorfer & Orts, supra note 150; Cary Coglianese & Christopher Carrigan, Nudges as Regulatory Tools (2018) (unpublished manuscript).

\textsuperscript{155} See, e.g., Richard H. Thaler & Cass R. Sunstein, Nudge: Improving Decisions about Health, Wealth, and Happiness 189 (2008) (characterizing toxic information disclosure regulation as "the most unambiguous success" in U.S. environmental law); Archon Fung & Kara O’Rourke, Reinventing Environmental Regulation from the Grassroots Up: Explaining and Expanding the Success of the Toxics Release Inventory, 25 Envtl. Mgt. 115, 116 (2000) (claiming that toxic information disclosure regulation "has proven to be one of the most successful programs to reduce toxics in EPA history"); Eric W. Orts, Defending Disclosure, REG. REV. (June 18, 2015), https://www.theregreview.org/2015/06/18/orts-defending-disclosure/ (noting "many situations where mandatory disclosure just might—and very often does—seem to work") (emphasis in original).

\textsuperscript{156} See, e.g., Omri Ben-Shahar & Carl Schneider, More Than You Wanted to Know: The Failure of Mandated Disclosure (2014).

\textsuperscript{157} See, e.g., James Hamilton, Regulation Through Revelation (2005) ("The separate and exact impacts that the provision of information has on toxic emissions are, to date, unknown.").


\textsuperscript{159} See, e.g., Asa Fitch, Iranian President Promises to ‘Break’ New U.S. Sanctions, Wall St. J. (Nov. 5, 2018), https://www.wsj.com/articles/iranian-president-promises-to-break-new-us-
Most criminologists recognize that “shame and shaming are complex issues.”¹⁶⁰ Not everyone subjected to disapproval will feel shame nor necessarily be motivated by the dissatisfaction to modify their behavior.¹⁶¹ For example, it would be reasonable to expect that, when compliance with the law is reinforced by the threat of criminal sanctions, these sanctions will themselves induce shame. After all, for most people the experience of being found guilty of having committed a crime—to be labeled a “criminal”—would be one of the most shameful experiences imaginable. But this is not true for everyone. Some individuals experience little or no shame; they find being arrested little more than a minor hassle.¹⁶²

Empirical research suggests that individuals’ social ties help determine how they will react to signs of disapproval. The threat of criminal sanction, for instance, is perceived as more severe when it will disrupt existing relationships and prompt disapproval from within an individual’s social network.¹⁶³ People are most susceptible to shaming by those within their networks; the more they are removed from relationships with those who express disapproval, or the more they can easily leave those relationships, the less prone they will be to feeling shame and wanting to align their behavior with the preferences of those who have expressed their disapproval.¹⁶⁴

When it comes to predicting what the Paris Agreement’s reliance on shaming might be able to achieve, the research would suggest that national leaders will be much less prone to experiencing shame in response to disapproval from other nations than from members of their own publics. Such an implication is reinforced by political economy research on two-level games. National leaders playing on an international stage (i.e., one game level) must also remain mindful of how their actions will be received back home (i.e., a second game level).¹⁶⁵

¹⁶¹ One study reports a seemingly paradoxical response to media coverage of wrongdoing by investment banks: they fare better, not worse, in business deals. Thomas J. Roulet, Sins for Some, Virtues for Others: Media Coverage of Investment Banks’ Misconduct and Adherence to Professional Norms During the Financial Crisis, HUM. REL. (forthcoming 2018) (noting that “investment banks actually seem to benefit from engaging in disapproved norms”).
¹⁶³ See id.
¹⁶⁴ See Sally Engle Merry, Rethinking Gossip and Scandal, in TOWARD A GENERAL THEORY OF SOCIAL CONTROL 288 (Donald Black ed., vol. 2 1984).
¹⁶⁵ See Robert D. Putnam, Diplomacy and Domestic Politics: The Logic of Two-Level
In the United States, this means that a first-term President who is a Republican will be more responsive to disapproval from voters in Republican primaries than to disapproval from other countries’ representatives. As U.S. voters are highly polarized over climate change, with Republican voters markedly less concerned than Democratic voters,\(^{166}\) it should be little wonder that every major Republican presidential candidate in the 2016 primary elections criticized climate regulation.\(^{167}\) Nor should it be surprising that, within six months of taking his oath of office, President Trump declared his intention to withdraw from the Paris Agreement.\(^{168}\)

The widely-respected criminologist John Braithwaite has situated shaming at the center of both legal compliance and social change, but even he recognizes that some types of shaming—in particular, stigmatizing ones—can backfire and actually increase deviant behavior.\(^{169}\) In addition, there may sometimes be a rather fine line between deviance and defiance. Defiance that may seem to be deviant in some contexts may turn out instead not to be so deviant in others. In the United States, for example, “[d]efiance of authority runs deep in American history and culture, perhaps even deeper than the pressure for financial success.”\(^{170}\) Defiance may actually be deemed acceptable behavior in some social circumstances.

---

\(^{166}\) Abundant polling data show the wide divergence in partisan views about climate change, with only a modest fraction of Republicans expressing concern, compared with large proportions of Democrats. See, e.g., Frank Newport, *Public Opinion and Trump’s Decision on the Paris Agreement*, GALLUP (June 2, 2017), https://news.gallup.com/opinion/polling-matters/211682/public-opinion-trump-decision-paris-agreement.aspx?version=print (“On almost every environment and climate change and global warming issue we have tested, there are major partisan gaps.”). Not only does political ideology affect general concern about climate change, but it also seems to drive action. See Dora L. Costa & Matthew E. Kahn, *Energy Conservation “Nudges” and Environmentalist Ideology: Evidence from a Randomized Residential Electricity Field Experiment*, 11 J. EUR. ECON. ASS’N 680, 680 (2013) (“We show that the popular electricity conservation ‘nudge’ of providing feedback to households on own and peers’ home electricity usage in a home electricity report is two to four times more effective with political liberals than with conservatives.”).


\(^{168}\) For a discussion of Republican antipathy toward the Paris Agreement, see Andrew Prokop, *Don’t Just Blame Trump for Quitting the Paris Deal—Blame the Republican Party*, VOX (June 1, 2017), https://www.vox.com/2017/6/1/15726726/trump-paris-climate-agreement-republicans.

\(^{169}\) John Braithwaite, *Crime, Shame and Reintegration* 4 (1989) (pointing out that “shaming can be counterproductive if it is disintegrative rather than reintegrative”).

What criminologist Larry Sherman has written about defiance more generally might well fit the current President’s defiance of the international community and his domestic critics:171

When poorly bonded offenders deny the shame they feel and respond with rage, the unfair stigmatizing sanction will increase their future rates of offending. This unacknowledged shame leads to an emotion of angry pride at defying the punishment. That pride predisposes the defiant offender to repeat the sanctioned conduct, symbolically labeling the sanctioner or sanctions—and not the offenders own acts—as truly shameful and morally deserving of punishment.172

In other words, defying an authority seen as illegitimate can be viewed as a matter of pride, not a source of shame. This finding is consistent with an extensive body of research on procedural justice that shows that, when legal controls are not viewed as legitimate, they elicit less respect.173

The Paris Agreement’s reliance on shaming from the larger international community offers little to constrain a powerful country like the United States when its leaders do not have domestic political reasons to take climate change seriously. It should hardly be surprising that a Republican President has acted antagonistically toward the Paris Agreement. The typical Republican voter tends to view international institutions run by foreign elites as illegitimate.174 The fact that the

---

171. President Trump seems at times to relish defiance, both provoking criticism and also turning it back on his critics. He frequently complains of unfair treatment by those who question him. See, e.g., Peter Baker, Victor or Victim? Trump’s Changing Response to Mueller Report, N.Y. TIMES (April 25, 2019), at A15 (noting how President Trump often “lapses into anger and resentment, convinced that he has been unfairly treated and determined to strike back”). For example, the release of a redacted version of a report prepared by Special Counsel Robert Mueller provided evidence of multiple acts of obstruction of justice by President Trump, but rather that responding with shame, Trump lashed out with rage on Twitter and charged that the Special Counsel report had been written by “Angry Democrats and Trump Haters”—that the Special Counsel’s staff members, in other words, were the ones who engaged in the truly shameful conduct. Id.

172. Sherman, supra note 170, at 461.


Paris Agreement was a major achievement of a Democratic President, and addressed an issue to which the typical Republican voter expresses general indifference, has made it more appealing for Republican leaders to act defiantly toward the Paris Agreement, even or especially in the face of disapproval from international actors. Much of the same will be true in other countries when domestic political incentives support defiance. An international treaty that lives by disapproval, through shaming, can also die by disapproval, through defiance.

C. Populism and the Paris Agreement’s Achilles Heel

It would be premature, of course, to suggest that the Paris Agreement is already lying at its death bed. Global action to mitigate climate change still enjoys considerable support around the world as evidenced by continued transnational efforts to implement the Paris Agreement framework. Even in the United States, opposition to the Agreement by the Trump Administration has not dampened broad public support for climate action; indeed, it probably has emboldened it, at least among Democrats. Business leaders in the United States have continued to support climate action; states and localities have pursued their own climate policy initiatives; and a substantial segment of the

175. According to a public opinion survey conducted in November 2016, 86 percent of Democrats favored U.S. participation in the Paris Agreement, while only about forty-seven percent of Trump supporters did. Jennifer Marlon et al., Maj orities of Americans in Every State Support Participation in the Paris Agreement, YALE PROGRAM ON CLIMATE CHANGE COMMUNICATION (May 8, 2017), https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/publications/paris_agreement_by_state/. A few months before President Trump announced his intention to withdraw the United States from the Paris Agreement, ninety percent of Democrats reported that they worried about climate change “a great deal/fair amount,” while only 36 percent of Republicans did. Megan Brenan & Lydia Saad, Global Warming Concern Steady Despite Some Partisan Shifts (Mar. 28, 2018), https://news.gallup.com/poll/231530/global-warming-concern-steady-despite-partisan-shifts.aspx.


177. Brenan & Saad, supra note 175 (“With Trump reversing many of his predecessors’ policies aimed at curbing global warming, Democrats are feeling a greater sense of urgency about the issue, while Republicans have either remained as skeptical as they had been in the past or have become more so.”).


population still sees climate change as a serious problem in need of action. Furthermore, the federal government’s posture toward climate change could readily pivot again, should Americans elect a Democratic President in 2020. Overall, climate policy optimists can view the disparate but strong pockets of support at all levels of government around the world as building blocks for meaningful future progress within the management-based structure of the Paris Agreement.

Optimism should not, though, lead anyone to overlook what may be the most serious threat to future global climate action: populism. The emergence of a strong wave of populist and nationalistic fervor has roughly coincided with the period during which nations crafted, adopted, and launched the Paris Agreement. During this period, populism has manifested itself in, among other developments, the Brexit movement in the United Kingdom, the election of Donald Trump in the United States, the Yellow Vest movement in France, and the election of a nationalist leader in Brazil. Each of these move-

---


ments has a distinct narrative, but the recent wave of populism around the world does reveal that many members of the public question prevailing domestic institutions (including science), and they take an especially dim view of global institutions.\textsuperscript{184} As political scientists Pippa Norris and Ronald Inglehart have observed, populism today “concerns the need to defend ‘Us’ (‘our tribe’) through restrictions on ‘Them’ (‘the other’).”\textsuperscript{185} It prioritizes “the protection of national sovereignty, secure borders, a strong military, and trade protectionism (‘America First’), rather than membership of the European Union, diplomatic alliances, human rights, international engagement, and multilateral cooperation within the G7, NATO, and United Nations.”\textsuperscript{186}

Under such political circumstances, perhaps the Paris Agreement’s management-based approach might actually seem at first glance to make it less susceptible to populist attack. After all, its bottom-up orientation expressly seeks to accommodate, if not even reinforce, the primacy of national sovereignty in decision-making about energy and the environment. An international agreement in which each country makes its own goals and tracks its own progress should surely allow for greater expression of views from “us” than from “them.” The Paris Agreement’s flexibility, and the voluntary nature of any substantive action that countries commit to take under it, might very well be seen as a source of resilience, keeping more countries from announcing plans to leave the climate accord.

Only the future will tell, and it is certainly possible that most countries will stay on board with the Paris process—at least as a formal matter. But such an outcome is by no means guaranteed. The Paris


\textsuperscript{186} \textit{Id.}
Agreement’s flexibility and voluntary nature have so far not kept populist elected leaders in countries such as the United States and Brazil from lambasting it.\footnote{See Putnam, \textit{supra} note 165.} In his withdrawal announcement in 2017, President Trump mischaracterized, perhaps deliberately, the degree to which the Agreement constrains U.S. sovereignty.\footnote{In his withdrawal statement in June 2017, for example, President Trump criticized the “draconian financial and economic burdens the agreement imposes on our country” and the “onerous energy restrictions it has placed on the United States,” even though the Agreement places no substantive legal obligations on the United States or any other country. \textit{Remarks}, \textit{supra} note 5. He earned a round of applause for stating that “our withdrawal from the agreement represents a reassertion of America’s sovereignty.” \textit{Id. See also id.} (“And exiting the agreement protects the United States from future intrusions on the United States’ sovereignty and massive future legal liability.”). See generally Ahmad et al., \textit{supra} note 10, at 283-84; Nina Hachigian, \textit{Trump Doesn’t Actually Care About U.S. Sovereignty}, \textit{FOREIGN POL’Y} (June 2, 2017), https://foreignpolicy.com/2017/06/02/trump-doesnt-actually-care-about-u-s-sovereignty/.} For political leaders, what matters in an era of populism will not be the flexibility that the Paris Agreement actually provides, but rather what the Agreement represents to some segments of the public: a symbol of a distant, global elite that is out of touch with the lives of ordinary citizens.

If that symbolism takes root firmly, and climate action comes to be seen as a luxury for the well-to-do, the Paris Agreement could risk becoming meaningless. The Agreement’s essential energy could become easily depleted even if countries remain in it—and that is because of its management-based flexibility. Even among parties to the Agreement, the degree of ambition in their climate commitments and actions could wane significantly. The Paris Agreement’s management-based design will make it relatively easy for countries to slow down their progress without having to take the visible step of formally withdrawing from the Agreement. The very feature of the Agreement that proved instrumental in securing the agreement of all the countries of the world—its flexible management-based design—may ultimately just make it easier for countries to shirk their commitments and stall on making emissions reductions.

To be sure, the relative risks created by the Agreement’s management-based nature should not be overstated. A top-down climate change accord with binding emissions restrictions backed up by sanctions would hardly be immune from populist backlash. In 2011, Canada withdrew from the top-down Kyoto Protocol even though it had previously ratified the Protocol—and it made its withdrawal without incurring any serious repercussions.\footnote{Canada Pulls Out of Kyoto Protocol, \textit{THE GUARDIAN} (Dec. 13, 2011), https://www.}
Yet even though a management-based agreement is not alone in its vulnerability to populism, its design does create some greater degree of vulnerability. When domestic political incentives dictate, populist leaders can and probably will still withdraw from management-based agreements just as they can any other kind of international agreement—but they can also just slow-walk their countries’ progress while still staying within the four corners of the Agreement. In other words, the management-based nature of the Paris Agreement gives a populist leader greater flexibility to find politically rewarding or acceptable ways to undercut progress toward emissions reductions.190

In the end, the degree to which the Paris Agreement will foster climate progress will likely depend on how deeply populism embeds itself and how widely it spreads. It is possible that the harms that continue to be inflicted on the world’s people from the ravages of climate change—such as increased coastal flooding, more sustained droughts, and expansive forest fires—may tragically help to counteract complacency and turn back populist resistance to climate action.191 The occurrence of such natural disasters could potentially make the costs of greenhouse gas emissions more tangible to members of the public, which would make it easier to mobilize social and political support for stronger climate measures.192

Still, difficulties in mobilizing around climate change will remain. Due to the somewhat abstract nature of “climate” as a concept, climate change will probably always be a difficult issue around which to

---

190. It has been suggested that a management-based Paris Agreement may turn out to be more resilient in the face of a withdrawal of a major emitting nation like the United States than was the top-down Kyoto Protocol, simply because the former has earned the commitment of a larger number of nations, making the loss of any one nation (even a large one) not as consequential. Dino Grandoni, The Energy 202: Paris and Kyoto Have a Lot More in Common Than You Might Think, WASH. POST (June 14, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/pow-erpost/paloma/the-energy-202/2017/06/14/the-energy-202-paris-and-kyoto-have-a-lot-more-in-common-than-you-might-think/59400252e9b69b2fb981dd02/. Ultimately, this too is an empirical question. But it is also plausible that the Paris Agreement will take on the appearance of greater resilience, simply because one formal withdrawal does not precipitate other formal withdrawals, while masking potentially greater vulnerability. One country’s withdrawal could prompt widespread backsliding which would be more worrisome if it is less visible than formal withdrawals, leading under a management-based agreement to the appearance of greater commitment by the parties than exists in reality.


mobilize the public. That will continue to make it harder for climate action to compete against populist movements founded in fear, anger, and deep-seated cultural beliefs. As long as populism remains vibrant around the world, and as long as global efforts remain anathema to a sizable portion of domestic publics, many elected officials will find it in their interest to resist taking meaningful steps to mitigate climate change.

Countering popular nationalist movements will also be hampered by the persistence of the economic and social conditions that have fostered the emergence of these movements, such as growing inequality, disruptive technologies in the economy, and the easy access to social media for airing grievances. The factors contributing to the rise of contemporary populism cannot be ignored, especially because they are likely to remain for some time to come. For any domestic political action to be effective in addressing global climate change, environmentalists and other political actors will need to broaden the scope of their efforts, finding direct ways to resist nationalistic populism at the same time as they continue to push for climate action.

CONCLUSION

Populist movements around the world pose a real threat to progress in addressing global climate change. In allowing countries to set their own goals and pace in meeting them, the Paris Agreement’s management-based structure could very well make climate progress even more vulnerable to weakening in the face of populism. The Agreement might even prove to be one of global governance’s last gasps, at least for some time to come. If such an outcome is to be forestalled, and if the Paris Agreement is to stand a chance of providing even a modest impetus for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, its success will almost certainly depend on domestic political forces that will need to push back against the current wave of nationalistic populism. What

193. See, e.g., Cary Coglianese, Social Movements, Law, and Society: The Institutionalization of the Environmental Movement, 150 U. PA. L. REV. 85, 88 (2001) (noting that climate change is a “less palpable” problem and that “major advances in environmental regulation . . . require salient focal points and crises to prompt legislative action”).

194. BREMMER, supra note 182, at 14-26.


196. See infra Part III.C.
will be needed is an anti-populist populism to provide national political leaders with incentives to undertake robust climate mitigation efforts and to continue to cooperate on a global stage.

It is a paradox of the Paris Agreement’s management-based approach that the success of this signature international climate law hinges, in the end, on domestic politics—to a degree greater than other international agreements. Domestic politics is, after all, hard-wired into the Paris Agreement’s bottom-up, management-based structure. The incentives for making ambitious national commitments, and following through on them, thus depend first and foremost on political leaders’ domestic audiences. Only if the political costs to climate inaction become palpable will national leaders be likely to undertake the hard, risky steps that climate action requires—today and in the years to come. In the end, domestic politics is where global cooperation over climate change will rise or fall.

197. See supra notes 8-9, 44 and accompanying text.
198. See Keohane & Oppenheimer, supra note 131.